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Things you need to know before using the SP5_604 
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The buttons of the XY/focus controller on this microscope 
work slightly different. The buttons on the right side
and coarse focus are the same, but the top left button 
switches both the XY and Z between coarse and fine. The 
lower left button activates the AFC to hold the focus. 
Adjusting the lens Z deactivates the focus control. When 
you use the galvo Z with AFC activated the system will 
compensate for the galvo Z movement. 

 

Argon laser 
 
The argon laser is a standard laser and not a high power laser. The laser co
the software. Switch on the laser as you switch on the other lasers and put the output
at 20%. When y
turning the
three red b

Galvo stage 
 
The microscope has both a galvo stage (high speed Z-stage) and a standard Z
(moves the lens up and 
panel moves the galvo-Z. By default the software uses the galvo

of your Z-sta

For living cells there is a special holder to put your dish on the galvo stage.  

HyD detector 
 
The third detector is not a standard detector, but a more sensitive HyD (h
detector has a lower background noise and is esp
offset and the gain is a percentage and mainly a software multiplication v
value is 100. 

 Standard, method of cho
 BrightR, changes the lin

looking images, but is not usable for quantification.  
 Photon counting, give the number of photons per pixel, only used for ve
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AFC is a hardware auto focus utility that makes it possible
during time lapse experiments and if you mov
pressing the lower left button of the XY/focus con
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